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ADSS Server – Using Signing & Verification Profiles 

ADSS Server is a multi-function server providing digital signature creation and verification web 
services, as well as supporting infrastructure services like Time Stamp Authority (TSA) services, 
OCSP validation services and certification services.  

This solution sheet discusses the different profiles (i.e. sets of configurations) which can be 
created on the ADSS Server.  Specifically it describes the attributes of signing and verification 
profiles and how these can be associated with the business applications that make requests to 
the ADSS Server.  This approach ensures that access to specific trust profiles and associated 
parameters, like digital signature keys, are only available to authorised business applications.  

Signing Profiles 

The purpose of signing profiles within the ADSS Server is to configure the digital signature 
attributes and appearances that are to be produced.  Once a signing profile is configured by 
suitably privileged ADSS Server administrator, then business applications can reference this 
signing profile in the web services request message.  This removes all the configuration 
management overhead from the applications.  Any number of signing profiles can be configured 
to suit different application needs. The main attributes that can be configured in a signing profile 
are:  

The Signing Profile Identifier: 
Signing profiles are uniquely identified within the ADSS Server via a system defined Profile ID: 

 
The Signature Type: 
One of the main elements of a signing profile is the type of signature to be generated, in ADSS 
Server v3.4 it is possible to configure a signature type from a full set of signature standards: 
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Explicit Policy-based Electronic Signatures (ES-EPES) are supported in ADSS Server v3.4 
onwards.  These are configured separately from this drop-down menu because many of these 
advanced signatures could also have ES-EPES elements embedded within them.  The settings 
for ES-EPES profiles are: 

 

This enables administrators to define the Signature Policy OID to be used when creating 
signatures under this signing profile.  A Signature Policy URI and user notice can also be 
configured to be embedded within the signature produced.  

As shown above, the signature format allows the signature / document relationship to be 
defined, “Enveloping” means the signature wraps around the document, “Enveloped” means the 
signature is embedded within the document, and “Detached” means the signature is provided as 
a separate object to the original document.   

The Signing Certificate: 
It is possible to configure a default certificate to be used with this signing profile.   This certificate 
can be overridden in the request thus allowing business applications to use one signing profile 
with the range of certificates that are available to it – see later. 

 

This is also where you can define the type of certificate that is acceptable for signing purposes 
under this signing profile. In many cases a Key Usage of “non-repudiation” is desirable or even 
mandatory. 

Signature Appearance Details: 
PDF documents have the ability to show a digital signature appearance within the document.  
Ascertia ADSS Server has sophisticated set of controls to determine how signature appearances 
should display.  These options include the dimensions of the signature, where it should be 
placed on the PDF document, whether labels are to be used, whether reason for signing, 
location, date and time and contact details are shown or not.  Hand-signature and company 
logos can be applied and even engineering seals are possible. 

ADSS Server can sign existing blank signature fields and create signatures on multiple pages 
and also identify the ‘last’ page – a useful feature when dealing with variable length documents.    
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The following screenshot shows the signing profile settings GUI: 

 

 

If the overrideable flag is ticked by the ADSS Server Administrator, this enables a business 
application to provide override information for the specified parameter when using this profile 
within a specific request message.  XML preferences can be used to modify the signature 
appearance to create various signature styles, e.g.: 
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Authenticating Business Applications 

Business applications are clients to the ADSS Server.  They can be authenticated using any of 
the following three techniques depending on the level of security desired: 

• Registering a business application within the ADSS Client Manager and assigning it an 
“Originator ID”.  The business application must then use this “Originator ID” in its service 
request messages in order for it to be authenticated successfully by ADSS Server. 

• The service request messages can be sent over an SSL connection with client 
authentication enabled. The business application’s SSL client certificate must be 
registered within ADSS Server and the certificate’s Subject Common Name value must 
match the “Originator ID”. 

• The business application can sign the service request message using a request signing 
certificate.  This certificate must be registered within the ADSS Server.  The signature 
format is XML DSig.  

 

All three levels of security can be used together.     

Authorising business applications for specific profiles 

When registering business applications on the ADSS Server it is possible to configure which of 
the existing signing profiles (as discussed above) are to be made available for this business 
client as shown below.  The first checkbox within the Client Manager defines whether the 
business application can make signing service requests: 

 

Authorised administrators can simply select an available profile and move it across to the 
selected list by clicking on the ‘>>’ button.  This updates the profiles assigned to this business 
application.  In a similar way administrators can also control which set of server held keys and 
certificates are available to this business application for use with the signing profile: 
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In summary it is possible to restrict which business applications can make signature creation 
service requests, which signing profiles they can reference, which document signing keys they 
can use, the format of the signatures to be applied, where and how these will appear. 

Verification Profiles 

In a similar way to signing profiles, the ADSS Server supports the concept of Verification 
Profiles.  These define the type of signatures that can be verified:   

 

The configured verification profiles can then also be assigned to specific business applications. : 
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Importantly it is also possible to assign specific sub-set of trust anchors to business applications 
so that there is no need to trust all CAs that are registered on the ADSS Server for other clients: 

 

Minimum signature and certificate quality levels can be configured per business application to 
enable application to reject signatures that for example are not qualified signatures, or do not 
use a smart-token to protect the private key, or use acceptable algorithms. 

The administrator can also configure the list of acceptable certificate policies which are required 
by the business application and the low-level certificate checks which must be performed on the 
signer’s certificate: 

 

ADSS Server v3.5 will provide fine-grained signature policy control per business application.   

Summary 

The ADSS Server provides a rich set of features for supporting different signature types, 
configuring different signing and verification profiles and linking these to business applications.  
Strong authentication, authorisation and role based controls together with secure logging of 
operator actions and application request/responses ensure the highest levels of security.  
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